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GEOPHYSICAL REPORT 

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY OF THE TIGAR GROUP 

Purpose of the Survey 

The aurvey was carried out to determme if there 

were any magnetic anomoliee on the Tiger Group of Mineral 

Claims, rerulting from the presence or absence of magnetic 

minerals. Large areae of overburden along the flat near the 

Goat River masking most of the bedrock along that area pre- 

vented a thorough geological analysis. A detailed study of the 

structure could be completed better with the results of the 

magnetometer survey. 

The rurvey was intended to be of a reconnaiasancs 

nature only to be followed by a more dehiled (closer #paced) 

survey if any anomolieo were indicated. 



GENERAL GEOLOGY OF THE AREA 

The rocke in the vicinity of Kitchener are late 

Precambrian in age. These Proterozoic sediments were 

laid down in a belt 60 to 100 miles wide and extended from 

California to the Artic Ocean. Two great symtema have 

been identified, the Windermere series and the Purcell 

eerie8 separated by an unconformity. A table of formatione 

is given below. 

Table of Formations 

PaleOSOiC Cambrian Cranbrook formation 

Proterozoic 
(late Pre 
Cambrian) 

Windermere greenatone, limestone, 
conglomerate 

Unconformity 

Upper Purcell-Purcell intruaivw Mount 
Nelson formation Dutch Creek 
formation. 

Lower Fttrcell Kitchensr-Siyeh formation 
Creston formation 
Aldridga formation 

On the Tiger Claim8 and vicinity, only the Lower Purcell 

represented by the Aldridge formation and sills of the Upper 

Furcell are present. 
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General Geology of the Area (cont’d) 

u 

u 

The Aldridge formation is composed mainly of gray 

to brownish gray, rusty weathering argillite and argillaceous 

quarteite. the latter in beds generally about one foot thick 

but in come places ae much ae ten feat thick. 

The Purcell ail18 are widely distributed in ail formations 

of the Lower Purcell. They vary in size from thin sheets to 

tabular bodies 700 feet or more thick. The sille are composed 

of dark green, cryatallina rock varying in composition from 

gabbro to quartz-diorite. 

On the western boundary of Tigar 1, one of the clills 

is mineralized with varying amount6 of pyrite, chalcopyrite, 

and pyrrhotite. Tha latter mineral is eometimem nickeliferous. 

The dyke i8 well fractured and the aulphidsr are present ae 

dieeeminations in the 411 or aa fillings in the fraotures. A few 

small quartz-calcite veinlets are also present. 

Several open cuts have been made in the sill without 

cutting commercial mineraliaation. The object of thin magneto- 

meter survey wae to try and determine if any commercial 

mineralization could be present in the #ill but masked with 

overburden or if the rill iteelf could be traced. The rurvey did 

not indicate any anomoly to show the presence of any ruch ore 

body. 
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Equipment 

w 

The magnetometer used for thin survey we6 

manufactured by the Radar Exploration Co. of Toronto, 

and he6 a scale constant of 17.4 gammas per division of the 

micrometer scale. This iastrumsat is very light and portable 

and requires no locking of the motion before being 

moved along the line. With practice a trained operator 

can Set up and take a rsadiag in about two minutes. The 

instrument hP6 no auxiliary magnets but ha6 an adjustment 

that permits allowance for a backgrouad magnetic constant 

which in the ce6e of this survey ha6 been set at the arbitrary 

coa6taat of 10,000 gammas. 

Method of Survey 

A bare line was established along the road thet 

parallels the Goat River. This bare line we6 surveyed with 

a Bruatoa compass and the Tigar Claims were run ia by the same 

survey. A base point or home station was established at the 

junction of the road where the msgaetomater wa6 checked 

into each morning and night in order to complete the diurnal . 

Stations were then chained every three hundred feet along 

this baas line. These control stations wdre to be established 

as cro6s lines in the grid. Magnetometer stations were then 

chained a6 the 6urv6y we6 being a&e every 100 feet along the66 



Method of Survey (cont’d) 

lines. The lines were parallel to each other and about at 90° 

to the Goat River. The lines extended from the bank of the river 

to the top of the hill to the west of the main showing. 

The magnetometer readings were taken by two men, 

Price & Renshaw who measured in the atation, cut the line. and 

made the readings as the cross lines were established. 

The magnetometer was oriented with a compass so that 

the side of the instrument marked “N” faced directly toward 

magnetic north, the machine was than levelled. Then the 

micrometer scale knob was turned until the indicating needle 

coincided exactly with the centrs of the cross hairs. The 

number of the station, the micrometer reading and the exact 

time of the reading were recorded on the calculation sheet. 

The base station, at the junction of the road, was used 

to balance the readings of the entire survey as readings were 

taken there daily. Each day base stations were established with 

reference to this main base and check readings were taken at 

the daily base station every hour to establish the diurnal variation 

and to check for any other variation due to magnetic storms. 

This necessity of having a second instrument read at a permanent 

base station at intervals during the day. 
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Calculationa and Plottings 

The calculations of the readings were done by 

R. E. Renshaw. The preparation and plottings on the map 

was done by Franklin Price. The daily bass was balanced against 

the main base, then the readings were adjusted for the daily 

variation according to the sample calculation page attached to 

th;,s report. 

Since this instrument has not been calibrated to read 

the enact amount of the earth’s vertical magnetic field, it was 

used to measure the variation in vertical intensity only, and 

for this reason an arbitrary constant of 10,000 gammas was 

subtracted from the product of the scale reading and the scale 

constant of 17.4 gammas per scale division. 

A daily constant calculated from the daily reading at the 

main base station wae applied in order to have each days readings 

on the same basis as the other days readings. 

Y 
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Interpretation of tbr Magnetometer Survey 

While it is recognized that tha instrument used is 

not accurate enough to define small variations in magnetic 

intensity and that ths spacing of tha stationa could be large 

enough to allow small anomalies to go undetected, one may 

safely conclude that there are no anomoliee large enough to 

warrant further 4xploration 

Spscial car4 and closely sps.cad rehdinge were taken 

aeroes the main showing or outcrop along the western boundary 

of Tigar No. One. The machine gave off-ecale plus readings 

directly over the ehowing. but did not continue for any length. 

The machine gava normal readings within 200 feet in every direction, 

therefore it may be concluded that the outcrop wan rm.rll And 

local. 



Conclueionr 

No intereeting magnetic anomalies were located 

on the Tigar Group of mineral claims. 

A more detailed or closer magnetometer survey 

ie not warranted. 

Reepactfully Submitted, 

r  
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MAGNETOMETER SURVEY 
TIGAR GR OU P 

Crsrton, B.C. 

Magnetometer Survey Readings 2 men 22 days @$15.00 day $660. ir0 

Supervirion of Survey 4 days @$35.00 day 140.00 

Calculation and Map Preparation 6 days @$15.00 day 90.00 
and report 

$890.00 








